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Solution: Meta #1, Person: This was hopefully the easiest one (the one that was 
supposed to be a 2 for difficulty). You could've solved it without filling in a single 
letter, and it seemed like every single submitted answer had this right. Five of the 
characters' names appeared in the clues for the puzzle: 
 
8-Across: New York city whose city hall is on East Green Street 
20-Across: Peacock streaming service provider 
47-Across: Like the origins of the Parable of the Mustard Seed 
22-Down: Scarlet-colored feature of some nuthatches 
50-Down: White pieces of wedding attire 
 
The odd man out is PROFESSOR PLUM, who is the PERP. One down, two to 
go.  
 
Meta #2, Room: This one was also supposed to be pretty simple. Some solvers 
said they got it immediately, others said they never would have noticed without 
help from a friend. Hopefully you noticed that this puzzle had horizontal, rather 
than rotational, symmetry (a break in standard crossword conventions). The reason 
for this was because I wanted the grid to look like the Clue board. I separated the 



perimeter into 9 "rooms", and put a U-shaped "staircase" in the middle. 
Comparing this design to the original Clue board (be careful, the variations have 
different boards) would reveal that the word HERE is located in the LOUNGE. 
Some solvers noticed that the themed answers from the other mechanisms ran 
through most of the rooms, and submitted STUDY. While this makes sense as 
using process of elimination, the reason I ultimately decided against counting 
STUDY as an alternate correct answer is because themed words also don't go 
through the DINING ROOM, and having two of such rooms should have CLUEd 
you that there was a different mechanism. Two down, one to go.  
 
Meta #3, Weapon: This is the one that I thought might be the kicker. And 
because I thought it was more difficult, I tossed in a clue in the 
title. Multiple choice didn't just refer to your limited number of options for each of 
the three categories, it also referred to 5 of the clues that had two possible 
answers. One of the answers was included in the grid, the other answer was a 
murder weapon from the game. The answers in the grid were supposed to stand 
out as themed entries - 4 out of the 5 were the longest Across answers, and those 
were symmetrically placed.  
 
17-Across:  What many swings over rivers are made with. Grid answer: OLD 
TIRES, Other possible choice: ROPE.  
23-Across: Quintessential handheld tool for someone fixing a sink. Grid answer: 
CHANNELLOCKS, Other possible answer: PIPE WRENCH. (Note my exclusion 
of the word "plumber" in the clue to avoid confusion about the character.) 
38-Across: Weapon with a metal blade. Grid answer: SWORD. Other 
possible choice: KNIFE (or DAGGER). I thought this might be the first one you 
found that tipped you off to the others, given the same length of possible answers.  
49-Across: Home of the San Francisco 49ers. Grid answer: LEVISSTADIUM. 
Other possible choice: CANDLESTICKPARK. 
57-Across: Thing needed for a game of roulette. Grid answer: CROUPIER. Other 
possible answer (for Russian roulette): REVOLVER.  
 
That leaves LEAD PIPE as the murder weapon. I was slightly concerned some 
people might've thought lead pipe was the other option for 23-Across, but I hardly 
consider a piece of pipe a tool. Some people did say ROPE, thinking LEAD PIPE 
was the alternative for DRYER (Something next to a washer), however, the other 
5 alternate items are symmetrical across entries, which should have confirmed that 
those were the right ones to use, since DRYER is vertical.  
 
 


